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Abstract – The MeerKAT telescope, as a precursor to the
Square Kilometre Array (SKA), is expected to have 64
dish antennas, each delivering data rates up to 40Gbps.
This paper reviews the optical wavelength division
multiplexing technique (WDM) and how the method can
be used to drive the 40Gbps links required for each of the
MeerKAT dish antennas. We report on a-8x5Gbps WDM
optical system simulated under VPIphotonics, which led
to bit-error-rates (BER) estimations for each channel that
met the telecommunications target of < 10-9 at an optical
sensitivity of -22dBm for all 8 WDM channels
considered. The results obtained show error free
transmission for the 8 channels considered in the system.
This demonstrates that the presented WDM setup could
be successfully implemented for the optical data transport
network of the MeerKAT telescope.

distribute the aggregate signal in a serial fashion over an
optical fibre [1]. The OTDM technique effectively works
as shown in Figure 1, where the inputs are interleaved and
sent over an SMF fibre, demultiplexed, and distributed to
the corresponding channels. There are two major types of
OTDM techniques: the deterministic (or synchronous)
OTDM technique, and the statistical (asynchronous)
OTDM technique. For deterministic OTDM, time slots
have equal finite lengths and can be used in a periodical
fashion [2]. While for statistical OTDM, time slots have
variable time lengths and are used on demand, in part
depending on the statistics of each individual channel
considered [3].
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The WDM technique is considered one of the most
efficient methods for delivering high data rates over
single mode optical fibres. For the purpose of the
MeerKAT telescope, data multiplexing will be used to
transfer data from the antenna dishes to the central
processing building over an approximate distance of 12
Km. We expect each antenna to deliver data to the central
processing building at an aggregate rate of 40Gbps. In
this paper, we present simulation results for an optical
network designed to implement the WDM technique.
Simulation results have shown acceptable BER values for
each of the 8 channels considered on the optical links of
the telescope with received sensitivities varying between 22dBm and -23dBm.
II.

MULTIPLEXING TECHNIQUES

There are several methods of data multiplexing for
optical networking. These include Optical Time Division
Multiplexing
(OTDM),
Wavelength
Division
Multiplexing (WDM), and Code Division Multiplexing
(CDM). All of which have been designed to increase the
bandwidth capacity of a single mode optical fibre.
The Optical Time Division Multiplexing (OTDM)
technique is one of the available methods for optical data
multiplexing. An OTDM multiplexer takes in a select
number of inputs or channels and interleaves them to
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Figure 1 – Optical Time division multiplexing technique
(deterministic)

The Wavelength Division Multiplexing technique relies
on the wavelength properties of electromagnetic radiation
to support several channels capable of considerably
increasing the carrying capacity of a single mode optical
fibre. In WDM, each channel has a set wavelength to
operate on, and all information transferred on that given
channel remains specific to the assigned wavelength or
channel [4]. All wavelengths or channels are then
multiplexed onto a single fibre and then demultiplexed to
give out the same amount of channels used at the
transmitter end. A more detailed overview of WDM is
presented in the next section.
The Code Division Multiplexing (CDM) technique allows
to transmit several channels simultaneously and at the
same frequency. In this technique, channels are timeshared in a greater rate channel by overlaying a high rate
coded sequence [5]. Each channel is also assigned a
specific coded sequence that can be demultiplexed at the
receiver.
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[6]. As indicated by
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Thhe lasers sho
own on the far left of the figure are
a
sim
mulation com
mponents that each containns: a continuoous
wave (CW) lasser, a pseudo-rrandom-bit-seequence (PRB
BS)
geenerator, a noon-return-to-zeero (NRZ) Cooder, a rise-tim
me
addjustment mecchanism, and
d a Mach-Zehhnder modulattor
[99]. Each unit is given a specific channeel wavelength to
opperate on. Th
he channels considered have
h
a channnel
sppacing of 100
0GHz or an equivalent
e
spaacing of 0.8nnm.
Thhe optical frequencies
fr
c
considered
foor the DWD
DM
syystem therefore vary from
m 193.5 THz (Channel 1) to
1992.8THz (Ch
hannel 8) as shown in Figure 4. The
T
sim
mulated Optiical Spectrum
m Analyzer (O
OSA) denotess a
m
maximum
intennsity on each
h channel of about
a
-3.79dB
Bm
annd a noise flooor at about -17
70 dBm.
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Fiigure 2 – Wavvelength divisiion multiplexiing technique
Coarse Waveleength Divisionn Multiplexingg (CWDM) iss a
teerm established by the Interrnational Teleccommunicatioons
Union
U
(ITU) too depict a WD
DM system whhich has channnel
sp
pacing of 20nnm [7]. The spectral grid for CWDM is
sp
pecified in thhe ITU-T G..694.2 docum
ment for WD
DM
sy
ystems. Becauuse of the greaater channel spacing,
s
CWD
DM
ussually has feewer channells in comparrison to Dennse
Wavelength
W
Diivision Multip
plexing (DW
WDM). 0.4nm or
0.8nm channell spacing is common
c
in DWDM
D
system
ms
which
w
can carryy a considerabble number off channels. The
T
IT
TU-T G.964.11 document foor DWDM syystems stipulaates
th
hat channel spacings of 12.5GHz (00.1nm), 25GH
Hz
(00.2nm), 50GH
Hz (0.4nm), 10
00GHz (0.8nm
m) and above are
a
av
vailable for DWDM system
ms which can contain
c
up to 80
ch
hannels [8]. Inn our simulattion, we relieed on a-100GH
Hz
ch
hannel spacingg for 8 channnels therefore operating und
der
th
he DWDM ITU
U grid.
IV.

EX
XPERIMENT
TAL SETUP

The experiimental setup
p is shown inn Figure 3. The
T
seetup consists of 8 laserss for each of
o the channels
co
onsidered, a multiplexer,
m
a 12 Km singgle mode opticcal
fib
bre, a demulltiplexer, and a receiver for
f each of the
t
ch
hannels.

Fiigure 4 – 8 Chhannel WDM Spectrum
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For telecom
mmunication purposes we expect BER of
100 or better, so
s this is also the expected requirement for
f
thhe receiver on each of the WDM
W
channeels we simulatted
heere. The opticcal fibre used
d is a universsal single mo
ode
fibbre of 12 Km in length withh negligible innsertion loss.
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Thhe attenuationn in the opticaal fibre is estim
mated at 0.2 dB
d
peer Km for a distance
d
of 12
2 Km or an exxpected channnel
looss of 2.4dBm
m. The demultiplexer adds a subsequent looss
foor expected recceived power levels aroundd -22.0 dBm to 233dBm, indicaating the need
d for an arrayy of Avalancche
Phhotodiodes (A
APD).

Th
he eye diagram
ms for Channel 1 and Channnel 8 are show
wn
beelow displayinng an open eyye with an eyee width of abo
out
20
00ps, an eye height of aboout 0.57x 10-33 a.u, a rise and
a
faall times of abbout 105ps eaach, and an esstimated jitter of
21
1.82ps. Similaar values for the
t eye diagraams of the oth
her
ch
hannels (Chaannels 2-7) were
w
obtaineed through the
t
sim
mulation, inddicating that th
here were virrtually no erroors
in
n the transfe
fer of data over the ooptical netwoork
co
onstructed. Anny signal degrradation woulld reflect with
ha
cllosing of the eeye. The simuulation resultss show perfecctly
op
pened eyes for each of the 8 channels coonsidered, whiich
is also the resullt we expect in for the impllementation of
o a
t
DWDM opticcal network for data trransfer on the
MeerKAT
M
projeect.

seensitivity vary
ying from -22.55dBm for chhannel 1 to -22
2.5
dB
Bm for channeel 8.
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Frrom our setupp shown in Fiigure 3, we can
c notice a few
fe
prrobes that alloow us to anallyse the receiived signals and
a
ev
valuate the coorresponding BER.
B
The topp arm is made of
a photodiode reeceiver, an ideeal clock recovery item, andd a
sp
pectrum analyyser. This parrt of the setuup allows us to
reeview the speectrum of thee channel coonsidered at the
t
reeceiving end. The bottom arm
a is made up
u of: an opticcal
atttenuator, a ppower meter, a photodiodde receiver with
w
cllock recovery,, a BER calcuulator, and a 2D
2 plot analyser
th
hat allows to plot BER curves
c
of eacch channel with
w
reespect to the reeceived powerr.
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Fiigure 7 – BER
R Vs. receivedd power for alll channels
Thhe following figure describ
bes transmissiion penalty with
w
reespect to eaach of the channels coonsidered. The
T
traansmission penalty
p
is esstimated by evaluating and
a
coomparing BER
R values of a given channnel with BE
ER
vaalues of the baack to back siignal. A maxiimum penalty of
0.74 dB is atttributed on Channel
C
2, with
w
a minim
mal
peenalty of 0.03d
dB which occcurs on channeels 5 and 7.
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BER curves weere measured in our simulaation for each of
th
he 8 channels considered in
i the WDM setup. To meeet
teelecommunicaations requireements, it iss imperative to
arrrive at a BER
R per Channeel that is equivvalent to 10-9 or
beetter. The BE
ER curves sho
own in Figurre 5 show thaat a
BER of 10-9 is attainable on each channell with a receivved

CONCLUSION
N

In this letteer, a DWDM system has beeen simulatedd to
deeliver up to 40Gbps dataa rates via an
a optical fibbre
neetwork from each
e
of the MeeerKAT dishees. The system
m is
m
made
up of 8 channels of 5Gbps
5
each connected
c
to an
SM
MF via an optical
o
multipplexer/demulttiplexer systeem.
Thhe signals carrried through
h the fibre aree demultiplex
xed
affter 12Km of fibre to reachh the receiverss. We analyssed
thhe results and evaluated the BER measurrements for eaach

of the channels. We were able to obtain acceptable BER
values for each of the channels considered in this DWDM
implementation. The BER curves show a BER value of
10-9 for all channels corresponding to a receiver
sensitivity varying from -22 dBm to -23 dBm. This
simulation depicts a suitable DWDM implementation for
the data transfer required for the MeerKAT project.
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